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Summary

The technological development of Internet was designed to promote research and communication among technological institutions as well as military services. However, its immense propagation, mainly within specific population groups like young people, contributed to internet addiction of young people, which constitutes a research field for scientific society. The current protocol aims at studying the multitude and characteristics of addicted to internet students. The research was conducted over 100 adolescents with mean age 14.5 (S.D. 0.647) that studied at high schools of Volos. The rates of students’ internet addiction are higher in Magnesia than anywhere in Thessaly, a fact that determined our choice for the area of the research. The extent of the problem of students’ internet addiction is highlighted. In what follows we used the Internet Addiction Diagnostic Questionnaire by Young (1996)[1] to locate cases of internet addiction. Research findings indicate that a 22% of students as were diagnosed internet addicted. This high rate is extremely alarming. Concern is thus raised upon the impact such an addiction may have on society and its youngest members in particular. The data now presented are to be used in a pilot study now conducted in the Neuropsychology Laboratory of the University of Thessaly.
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Introduction

A virtually new tool, Internet has become a part of many peoples’, mostly young [2,38], everyday routine. It is of extreme importance to be able to draw information and communicate as an active member of the international internet community. This is now well understood by many people.

The term internet was first introduced in 1982, while became more widespread in the mid 90’s. The numerous communication and information possibilities it provided, became widely acknowledged really soon. While initial browsers were not easy to use, this is not the case anymore thanks to new developments in the technologies of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) which led to handy and functional browsers. Internet was spread and still spreads dramatically.

Despite the fact that our study focuses on the negative effects of internet use, its advantages should not be ignored. Socialization and exchange of ideas are the main advantages of internet use for students [3,4]. Social relationships can be reformulated overcoming physical distance constraints that impede communication, while one can also develop new social contacts. Educational benefits for students are also of importance. School laboratory simulation websites offer students the chance to communicate within the frame of a virtual study, research and analysis of ideas space. Through the internet, students get also in touch to new, multiple ideas and distant cultures, enhancing their familiarization to new technologies too. Moreover, many students may have their self-esteem increased by assisting in computer applications use within their own classroom, being themselves experts due to excessive use of both the internet and the computer. Like every other tool, the internet has unfortunately and negative aspects. The vast majority of online data are of questionable reliability. It is thus quite possible for students not having formed yet a stable character, to be encountered to information not only unreliable but often hazardous for their psyche. Pornographic material for example, being easily accessible to students through internet, causes problems as far as their personal,
What is more, problematic use of the internet can be associated with problems among family members [3,5] as the possibility of substantial communication is lost, most time being consumed online. This reverse of family relationships has been presented quite precisely by many researches [2,6,7]. Children online activities deprive them of substantial in-family communication, making lying an everyday practice. User anonymity is another characteristic of online activities. Many students tend to appear under pseudo-personality, an imaginary perfect character. Thus they risk getting in touch with sexually and mentally disturbed people or getting involved in illegal gangs without even being aware of it.

Ivan Goldberg was the first who made reference to the notion of internet addiction in 1995 [8]. However, the term “internet addiction” was established a year later by psychologist Kimberly Young. Numerous references to negative consequences of internet use followed [9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,36,39,40].

While many researchers hold the view that the term addiction can only be appropriate in cases of drug use [17,18], their view has not prevailed. The term addicted was thus used to refer to people in pathological relationship to gambling [19], gaming [20], food (hyperfagia [21], physical activity [22], sexual relationships [23] and television programmes [24].

Young (1996) presented a brief scale [1], via which we can detect internet addiction. The initial scale by Young along with the five positive answers criterion for the internet addict characterization was developed after studies on the gambling addiction scale which was then correlated to internet addiction. Further research by Young (19961) on the effects of the new tool on school reality noted a 58% alteration on students’ study style, as well as indications of reduced performance which may even impede promotion to the next grade. The causes are as follows: the internet was initially introduced into schools as a tool providing students with the chance to discover knowledge, to communicate and practice skills. However, as noted by 86% of the teachers involved as well as librarians and informatics teachers, students’ performance was not improved after their first exposure to the internet [25].

Materials and Methods

100 children (51 boys/49 girls) from 13 to 15 years old (mean 14.3 S.D. 0.647) took part in the research. They were selected by free sampling from the High schools of the urban area of Volos. They were assessed by the Internet Addiction Diagnostic Questionnaire by Young (1996) [1] which has been adapted to the Greek language. The test includes eight yes/no questions. The examinee’s addiction level is results from the sum of positive answers. In details, international standards for the tool use as well as Young’s own measuring (1996) [1] preserves the internet addict characterization for any examinee with a sum of at least five positive answers. The same methodology was used by the research protocol conducted in the Neuropsychology lab of the University of Thessaly.

Statistical analysis of variance was used to detect the number of addicted to internet students. The analysis aimed at locating the average students’ answers. We also used analysis of variance for one independent variable to locate how addicts’ responses differ from non-addict ones. All statistical analyses were performed via the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS [19]).

Results

Questionnaire Young (1996) [1] answers study indicates that 22% of the sample are addicted to the internet. The following graph illustrates the findings.

Figure 1. Percentage of adolescents addicted to internet.

In order to investigate the hypothesis that addicted children have different answers in Young’s questionnaire compared the control group we proceeded an
Analysis of variance for one independent variable (Anova) was employed, the independent variable being whether children belonged to an internet addicts group or to a control group. In the first question (Do you feel preoccupied with the internet?) $F(1,98) = 99.70, p < 0.001$. For the second question: (Do you need to use the internet with increasing amounts of time?) $F(1,98) = 56.675, p < 0.001$. For the third question: $F(1,98) = 18.740, p < 0.001$. For the fourth question: $F(1,98) = 17.091, p < 0.001$. For the fifth question (Do you stay online longer than originally intended?) $F(1,98) = 6.931, p = 0.01$. For the sixth question: $F(1,98) = 20.950, p < 0.001$. For the seventh question: $F(1,98) = 42.809, p < 0.001$. Finally for the eighth question: $F(1,98) = 22.036, p < 0.001$. It is thus clear that a 22% of research participants diagnosed by the test Young (1996) [1] as internet addicts present statistically significant differences in their answers when compared to others belonging to control groups. Participants’ answers to the test are illustrated in the following graph.

A univariate statistical analysis of variance was performed in order to investigate the hypothesis that responses are differentiated according to the gender of the participant. No statistically significant differences in participants’ answers were detected in research findings, as $p > 0.05$. However, in question five participants: $F(1,98) = 9.370, p < 0.01$. Specifically, girls’ positive answers were statistically more than boys’.

Furthermore, a univariate statistical analysis of variance was conducted in order to find out whether children’s answers to the questionnaire are different according to their age. It was now found that children respond the same in all cases, the only exception was question 7 (Have you lied to a family member of yours in order to hide the extent of the problem) where $F(1,98) = 3.40, p < 0.05$. 14-year-old participants were found to give a positive answer to this specific question, in most cases. This becomes evident when compared to students belonging to different age groups.

A complete statistical analysis should also illustrate addiction frequency according to participants’ gender, as depicted in the questionnaire. After the current analysis it was found that in the internet addicts sample derived from the questionnaire (N=22) 45.5% were boys and 54.5% were girls.

Also, as far as the ages of research participants diagnosed as internet addicted is concerned, the 54.5% was at the age of fourteen. The following graph presents the analogies of participants/ages.

Lastly in order to investigate the reliability of the Greek translation of the test that was proceeded by the Laboratory of Neuropsychology we applied Cronbach’s a. The result gave as 0.751 which is concerned as acceptable by the researchers.

Discussion

The test that illustrates the extent of the problem is
performed by quantity recordings via graded scientific scales which study internet addicts separately from members of control groups. In a random sample of 100 students from the urban area of Volos, a 22% was found internet addicts. Such a high rate indicates the extent of the problem that has already emerged [32,39,40]. High addiction levels classify Greece among the most addicted countries in the world. Quite characteristically in a 2012 research conducted in Hong Kong, among 3328 students aged 12.59±0.74, a 26.4% was found addicted to the internet [26]. International resources indicate a constant increase in the internet addiction rates [27,28,29]. Addiction to new technologies as configured by a study of the Greek Company for the study of Internet Addiction, reached the levels of 11%-16% for the year 2008. The city of Volos was found with the highest internet addiction rates [30], while a same 2009 research for Chios [31] produced an internet addiction rate of 15%. In a current research in Ko’s island the addiction rate for students was 16.1% while 2008 rates were 11.3% [32]. We thus observe a sharp increase in addiction rates, with the rates of Volos being even more high. This has to be attributed to numerous interrelated factors. Volos is quite a big city, this increasing students’ alienation as well as internet accessibility. Furthermore, contemporary economic crisis, particularly in Greece, works towards the direction of increase in internet addiction rates, as the internet is the only means to escape from the problems of everyday reality with virtually no cost. The connection between internet addiction and the economic crisis should become the field of further research.

Our research proved that students’ sex does not constitute a criterion which can adequately justify any increased or decreased possibilities of internet addiction, despite the fact that the problem severity was higher for girls. We may highlight that according to the statistical data of our research, internet addiction reaches the rate of 45.5% for boys and 54.5% for girls. In an earlier research conducted in China (2004) [33] the same rates amounted to 56% and 44% respectively. In a similar 200634 research for China, the rates of internet addiction were 51.3 for boys and 48.7% for girls. The observable increase in girls’ rates tends to balance the rates of the two sexes. Addiction rates as noted in a 2009 research in Chios [31] were similar to the findings of our research. More concretely, internet addiction was equally allocated to both boys and girls (50%). It was also found that girls tend to use internet applications providing communication (social networks, e-mails etc.) while boys are more vulnerable to online gaming [35]. This fact, along with the recent, rapid increase in social network applications may account for the dramatic increase in girls’ addiction rates, compared to boys’ ones.

It was found through the research that in a sample ranging from 13-15 years old, students with more than 5 positive answers out of 8 were at the age of 14 years old. More characteristically, 14-year-old internet addict rates reached 54.5%, with rates of 13 and 15-year-old students reaching together the rate of 45.5%.

Finally, we may acknowledge the restrictions of the research protocol applied. To be more specific, the sample of 100 children is quite limited, thus not fulfilling our wish to reach safe conclusions representing the entire student population of the urban area of Volos. A research with a more extended sample at its disposition, including all schools of the Magnesian prefecture should be conducted.

The limited sample applied was used as a pilot in order to assess the success of test’s adaption to the greek language. The validity and credibility of our findings are confirmed by the high rates of internet addict adolescents. Findings yielded from our research protocol will be applied in the research now conducted by the Neuropsychology Laboratory of the University of Thessaly. The protocol of this new research is bigger as far as number of participants and age range are concerned.
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